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SELECTION OF A BOOKKEEPING TEXTBOOK
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
History and Development of Textbook Selection *
In the early days of Amerlc n schools each pupil
brought to school those books in the possession
of his family, and the teacher taught from these.
With the small enrollments of that time, it was
possible to give individual assignments and have
individual recitations. The teacher assigned work
and heard lessons from a miscellaneous assortment of
1
books. There was no problem of textbook selection in
those days,
"With the grading of the schools and the working
out of graled courses of study there came a demand
for uniformity in textbooks, so that a course of
study m'ght be taught in the same manner to all
children. This took place about 1850 in the cities,
2
ani about 187 5 in the towns."
The first instance we have of the selection of
textbooks was that made by the patrons of the school
5
assembled in a district school meeting.
1. Clifton Johnson, "Old Time Schools and Textbooks"
McMillan Co., New York, 1917. pp. 133-134.
2. Prank A. Jensen, "Current Procedure in Selecting
Textbooks". J .B. .Lippincott Co., Phila. 1931 p. 8.
3. ibid p. 9.
f
Cubberley iiscusses the oroblem of adopting bodies
in his monograph, "The School Textbook Problem", as
follows:
"in some states a county textbook board was creat-
ed, and various plans, good ani bad, were followed in
its creation. The county suoerintendent of schools
was usually male a member, and teachers, citizens,
county officials, an-1 state representatives were all
added, different plans bein^r followed In different
1
state s .
"
"With the passing of the district meeting, respon-
sibility for selecting textbooks was transfered to
trustees or directors, who, in some states, were ordered
to consult the teacher In making the selection. In
large districts such as cities and towns the selection
of textbooks was assigned to the board of education,
which came to act in turn upon the advice of the text-
book committee who sometimes placed the task of selection
2
on the superintendent of schools."
Where uniformity exists there must be a selecting
agency with authority to make decisions as to what
books shall be adopted. The writer has traced the de-
velooment of such an agency from the people assembled
in a district school meeting to the superintendent of
1. S. P. Cubberley,."The School Textbook Problem".
Educational Progress. Vo. 166 No. 22 March 1927. pp. 7-8
2. ibid p. 8

schools advising the board of education in the matter.
With the gradual change from no uniformity, through
local uniformity to city, and even state uniformity,
the responsibility for the selection of textbooks has
been shifted from local and larger units of lay control
toward control by experts in the field of educational
administration and supervision.
At present, the problem of textbook selection
is one of careful consideration, and perhaps scientific
research based upon the standards about which the book
should be written. The character and abilities of the
pupil of the present generation need also to be con-
sidered.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to treat the
whole subject of textbook selection, a field which
has been quite carefully surveyed, but to limit the
discussion to the field of bookkeeping. The writer
proposes to take whatever material seems pertinent,
and to make particular applications to this particular
field.
Need of an Instrument for the Selection of an Adequate Text .
The textbook has come to be recognized as one of
the essential tools in teaching. It is contended by
C»R. Maxwell that: "Most teachers would be as hopeless sly
lost without a text as a mariner would be without a
1
compass." This is, however, in some degree, a reflection
1. C.R. Maxwell, "The Selection of Textbooks".
Houghton Miffilin Co., Chicago. 1921. p. 2.

upon the ability of the teacher. The teacher is sup-
posed to have a mastery of the subject he teaches.
It is frequently stated that there has been greater
progress in the making of textbooks than in the making
of other books. Dr. Winship has said: "There has been
no improvement ibn great works of fiction, in great
poems, or In great essays in half a century, but
American schoolbooks have improved marvelously, almost
miraculously. Nowhere in the world have they Improved
as in the United States. There Is not a nation on earth
In which the schoolbooks approach even faintly those
1
of America."
The selection of a textbook Is not a simple matter;
it presents a large problem to school officials. There
are many factors to be considered In the selection
of a text, each of which will be brought out In the
detailed study below.
It Is possible that the judges who finally select
the textbook may be influenced by different features
of a textbook; some by inconsequential features, and
some by Important features. Therefore, it is necessary
to get away from subjective opinion and set up just-
ifiable standards of selection.
1. A.E. Winship, Procedings M.E.A., 1915. p. 274.
c
In the past, standards have been set up for the
evaluation of the subject matter and methods of proc-
edure of the school subjects. The movement is also getting
under way toward the better testing of pupils. Many
school systems have evolved certain standards which
they use in the selection of teachers, for example,
they require a certain amount of preliminary training,
scholastic ability, testimonials of character, etc..
When v/e investigate other fields of activity, we find
standards applied. We find very definite standards set
up as a requirement for materials in industry. Insurance
companies have worked out means of evaluating risks
on a scientific basis. They no longer make a guess which
may or may not be valid. Certain standards are set up
by which an individual or a piece of property is judged,
so that they are reasonably certain of the outcome.
Many other lines of activity could be mentioned which
would show the same trend of development. The selection
of a textbook by a hit or miss method is no more in line
with scientific development of education than would be
assumed by an insurance company taking out a policy on
a person or piece of property without proper inspection
of the person or property insured.
Various methods of adoption of textbooks are found
throughout the country; each method has certain argu-
ments in its favor, each of which the writer will now
briefly consider.
o
First, there is the method of selection by one
individual, usually the superintendent of schools.
The basis of adoption here is on his subjective opinion,
backed up, usually, by advice from his teachers.
Secondly, there is the method of selection by a textbook
committee appointed by the school board or superintendent.
Then there is the method of selection by means of the
use of a score card built upon a study of the standards
1
to which a desirable text should conform.
It is contended by the adherents of the first
method that the superintendent knows best the needs of
the pupil, and is therefore best equipped to do the
selecting. The textbook committee contends that the
opinions of several people is better than the opinion
of one. This is true if all the members of the committee
are competent judges. The adherents of the use of the
score card contend that the score card eliminates to
a great degree, the personal element, and focuses the
attention of the selector on the more salient features
2
of the textbook.
It is the intention of the writer to make a study
of the standards of a desirable bookkeeping text, and
present them in the form of a score card.
1. Frank A Jensen, "Current Procedure in the Selection
of Textbooks" Chapter V.
2. ibid.
rc
To show that there is justification for the
presentation of a score card for the selection of a
text, the following exerps are quoted:
"it is becoming Increasingly clear in the minds
of those who face the practical problem of improving
instruction, that the textbook usually determines the
success or failure of any educational method. No
scheme, device, or plan of teaching anything has ever
spread its efficiency very far until it was put Into
a textbook and made available for anyone desiring to
use it. As an instrument to help the selecting committees
do their work in a more tangible form, the score card
1
for the selection of textbooks has come into being."
"The trend of the times is toward a more scientific
selection of textbooks. ... .When tests are applied to
textbooks under consideration, we shall find that one
of the ills of the school system has been corrected
2
if not entirely remedied."
That many publishers prefer a score card selection
may be evidenced by this quotation from Goulet: "Many
salesmen of book companies feel that an elimination of
the personal element in the selection of a textbook
would make for improvement in the writing of the text
1. Prank A. Jensen, "Problems of the Selection of
Textbooks". American School Board Journal, Vol. 75
pp. 43-44. Nov., 1927.
2. C.R. Maxwell, "The Selection of Textbooks", School
and Societv, Vol. 9, pp. 44-52. Jan., 1919.

and would give each author and publisher a better eval-
uation of the books than any which they could make for
1
themselves .
"
It would seem from the above that a score car-1
for the selection of a bookkeeping text would be bene-
ficial. The attention of the selector, then, wo- Id
be focused upon the more salient points and serve as a
guio'e in selection.
Method of Attack on the Problem .
Briefly, the writer proposes to make a study of
all available material published by recognized authoritie
as to just what are the criteria or standards by which
to judge a bookkeeping text.
It is the writer' s opinion, however, that a certain
amount of preliminary study of bookkeeping class pro-
ceedure should be brought out and explained. This
the writer has endeavored to do in Chapter II. The
discussion in this chapter is general in its nature,
and is placed in at this point to explain to the rea'ler
the highlights of the approved methods of conducting
the bookkeeDing class in the high school.
It is true that much of the material included in
this chapter provides data relating directly to the
main problem of this work; however, the writer has in-
cluded in this chapter simply for its informational
value to the general reader,
1. Fr*nk X. Goulet, "Selecting the Rest Textbooks",
N. E. A. Journal, Vol. 17, po. 183-184. June, 1928.

In the body of the thesis the writer intends to
make a study of the standards of a desirable textbook
for a course in high school bookkeeping. In selecting
the criteria by which to judge a bookkeeping text, the
writer has tapped two distinct sources of information.
The first topic considered Is that of the subject
matter of the textbook, usually mentioned In score
cards under the headings of "Content" and"Method of
Presentation". These topics as presented in the usual
score card are, of course, general in their nature,
and do not apply to the text of any one particular
subject. The writer will therefore endeavor to make
these items more definite and applicable to book-
keeping texts by making a special study of the subject
matter and the approved methods of presenting the
course in bookkeeping. Data will be obtained for this
study from articles written on this subject by author-
ities in the field of commercial education.
The remaining criteria of a desirable textbook
will be taken directly fron the score cards studied in
order of their frequency, that is, in order of the number
of times they are mentioned on the various score cards.
As to the relative weight to be given each item,
the writer proposes to consider each topic individually
and equally in obtaining a final score for a book.
Prank A. Jensen says: "A good score card will make
a good checking list if the weighted values of the items
f(
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are om'tted, *nd qualifying adjectives substituted.
These score caris or checking lists are guiies for
studying and evaluating textbooks. The result is a
more definite and detailed consideration of textbooks
1
than was possible without them."
Following this policy, no attempt will be maie to
weight each item on the score carl, but the suggestion
is offered that, upon examination, a text be rated
excellent, good, fair, or poor on each of the items
listed, and thus a judgment can be reached which will
reflect the ooinlon of the individual regarding the
merit of a particular book.
1. Frank A. Jensen, "Current Procedure in Selecting
Textbooks", p. 143.
•
CHAPTER II
THE BOOKKEEPING- COJRSB IN THE HITH SCHOOL
The Values of Bookkeeping In the High School Curr l culum .
1. The Educational Value of Bookkeeping.
BookkeeDing rightly regarded is simply a special-
ized form of the art of keeDing accounts. It is
the outcome of continued efforts to meet the
necessities of tra^e as they have gradually
developed. One by one the successive steps in the
evolution of account books wore achieved until
finally it was realized that the transactions of
a business in their entirety form a homogeneous
whole which is capable of being marshalled in the
framework of a system.
Before attempting to outline the methods of
teaching bookkeeping, it might be well to answer
the question frequently asked, 11Why should nook-
keeoing be taught 'n our schools?" Its vocation-
al value is the prime but by no means the only
reason. As a training in system and order, the
study of bookkeening affords one of the best
mediums for the e stablishment of habits of accuracy,
neatness, concentration, and systematic work,
and the development of the student's nower of
judgment and initiative, so essential in modern
1
life, as a basis for the organization of business
1. Conner r. Jones, "Commercial Education in Sec-
ondary Schools" Ronald Press Co. New York, 1927
Chap. V.
r
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of everyday life, a knowledge of tte underlying,
principles of record keening and business forms,
it is most helpful. One who understands business
organization and management, must understand book-
keeping to enable him to read intelligently and
interpret facts and figures. Bookkeeping should
therefore be taught for its general business and
informational value as well as for its vocational
1
value
.
The Vocational Value of Bookkeeping.
The importance of bookkeeping 'n the commer-
cial cu riculum must be very seriously considered
in the light of its being a study toward vocational
objectives. It is also a subject of disciplinary
value in developing judgment, initiative, reasoning,
power of analysis, close concentration, and the
habit of verification of results. Its vocational
value consists in its broadening the pupil's view-
point, by giving him a better understanding of
the elementary principles of business and economics.
Bookkeeping is often the medium whereby mental
discipline must be furnished, if furnished at all.
The inductive processes would be employed in the
establishment of rules and forms, while deduction
would be the operation in their subsequent use,
1. ibid.
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Proposed solutions would be ^ested at all steps
by Questions v/hich would tend to confirm the cor-
1
rectness of entries or else expose their faults.
The Organization of the Bookkeeping Curriculum .
1. Bookkeeping Plans and Procedure.
It is pointed out by Harry D. Kit son that
great care should be exercised in the proper
method and material Presented in the early part
of the bookk^eo'ng course. The text material of
the elementary course should be so arranged as to
permit definite assignments for study and class
recitation. It should consist of short unit lessons,
each covering a definite topic and should provide
a proper balance between teaching testing and
drilling. This material in the book should be
arranged in the form of a course of study and not
a reference book. The language should e simple,
and care should be taken to see that technical
terms are not used until they have been fully ex-
plained .
There should be olenty of exercises used by
the teacher, developing the principles of bookkeeping.
They should emphasize the new points illustrated
by the introductory exercises which should always
precede a formal set. Each set should be a review
1. ibid.
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of nrevious work, but the amount of such work-
should be at a minimum. The arithmetical work
involved should be simole. Bookkeeping teachers
should avoid lengthy problems because they dis-
tract interest from the subject taught in the book-
1
keeping class.
The Two Year Bookkeeping Course.
"if a bookkeeping course of two years is of-
fered, it is desirable that the work be placed
in the first two years of the senior high school;
that is, in the tenth ond eleventh grades. This
is in order to realize as early and as fully as
2
possible the teaching purposes and aims."
In the University of the State of New York
Bulletin, an article entitled "Syllabus in Commer-
cial Subjects for Pour Year High Schools" Tives
a detailed outline of the high school bookkeeping
course. The following is a resume of the two-year
course. The work of the first year should present
in a form as elementary as possible the fundamental
accounting principles and the chief elementary
bookkeeping processes, all reinforced by growing
appreciation of business situations and a famil-
iarity with ordinary business forms and procedures.
!• Harry "0. Kitson, "Commercial £due at '.on in
Secondary Schools". Ginn and Co., Boston, 1929.
p. 32.
2. ibid., p. 37.

Irrespective of the methods of approach or of the
teaching methods or devices, by the close of the
first year the pupil should have acquired a work-
ing familiarity with the financial terms and ex-
pressions in common use in business; with the
simple journal and the journalizing of their
various types of transactions; with the Balance
Sheet and the effects of Proprietorship; with
the account, the ledger, and the posting process,
and with the trial balance and the simple form of
work sheet. The pupil should also have a com-
prehension of the changes occurring independently
of specific transactions and of corresponding cor-
rection, adjusting, and closing entries. Some
knowledge of the subdivision of zhe Journal and
of the columnar modifications should also be
orooerly included. The study of the forms and use
of the more common business papers would also
be pursued.
In the second year work, the beginning of
the course should be organized as a review, treat-
ing briefly the ground covered in the first year .
The advanced work wculi include controlling ac-
counts, subsidary ledgers, an 1 the modifications
of the journal: deoartmental organization and pro-
cedure ps related to financial and accounting
matters; a study of the voucher system; budget
making as a means of control: the significance of
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ani the accounting for the various typ s of
business ownership; the partnership and the cor-
Dorat'on: the bookkeeping involved in ^he disposal
of the net orofits or losses, more adv- need study
of the classification and interpretation of accounts,
such as capital, accrued, depreciation, an^ valuation
accounts, adjustments to show correct values, an^
the simole grarviic methods of presenting finan-
1
cial data.
C . The General Curriculum Content of tie Bookkeeping Course .
In the commercial curriculum of most of the high
schools of the United States, bookkee- in? is a re u' red
2
subject from one to t" To years and a half. Thereafter it
' s offered as an elective for those who wish to specialize
In this field of work. In many schools, junior business
training precedes the wo:"k In elementary bookkeeping, and
instruction in business papers is given bef- re or concur-
rently with bookkeeo'.ng instruct' on. Local conditions alone
can determ'ne whether the latter shall precede formal instr-
3
uction in bookkeeolng
.
The following is a suggested outline for a course in book-
keeping, both the required and the elective courses.
1. Required Course.
A. The common forms of business and procedure con-
1. University of the State of New York Bulletin, "Syllabus
in Commercial Subjects for Four Year High Schools", Apr. 15,
1925. Prepared under supervision of P. A. Wilkes.
2. P. V. Thompson, "Commercial Education in Public Secondary
Schools". World Book Company, New York. p. 14
3. ibid.
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nected with them, and the effect on the business
records
•
B. Business terms and nractlces, and their effect
on the bookkeeping records.
C. Types of business organization with little
elementary consideration of the corporate form.
D. Principles of bookkeeping, develoned through
the general Journal, the sales Journal, the pur-
chase Journal, the cash receipts and cash nay-
ments Journals. The use of the usual accounts
of a trains; business; that Is, assets, liabilities
capital, income, and expense: the trial balance,
balance sheet, and profit and loss statement;
1
the closing of the led-er through Journal entries.
Elective Course.
Advanced work in the fields outlined for the re-
auired course should constitute a large part of
the advanced bookkeeping course. Greater stress
should v e placed upon skill in the keeping of
books. This is coupled with -ore knowledge and
theory pertain' ng to the science of bookkeeping.
The following are some of the major topics in
addition to those mentioned for the required course
A. Adjustments, reserves.
B. Ten ad Twelve column work sheets.
C. Special column Journals.
1. ibid.
€
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D. Controlling accounts.
E. Advanced partnership problems.
F. Corporation accounts and records.
Gr. Manufacturing accounts of a simple nature.
H. Advanced work in the preparation of state-
1
ments and reports and their interpretation.
D. Class vs. Individual Methods of Instruct' on .
Much discussion has developed as to the respective
merits of class discussion or recitation method of
teaching bookkeeping, and the so-called method of indiv-
idual instruction. Some commercial schools have loudly
advertised the advantages of individual instruction in
bookkeeping. Another group insist that the cultural
value of the study of bookkeeping should not be lost
sight of, and, therefore, the class should be taught
entirely by the class plan.
The Aims of bookkeeping, according to Professor
Roy B. Kester of Columbia University, are:
"l. To develop the fundamentals of accounting.
2. To teach the art on bookkeeping.
3. To give instruction concerning business practices.
4. To develop the mind, particularly in the analytical
2
and imaginative qualities,"
If this is true, then, a logical plan would be a
combination of the class and individual plans.
1. Walter E. Leidner, "Objectives as a Guide to the Teacher
in Course of Study Making in Bookkeeping." Eastern Commercial
Teachers Association Year Book Second Year.
2. Roy B. Kester, "Govern the Accounting Course by the Student's
Objectives." Business School Journal, March, 1929. p. 17.
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The high school that has the two-hour period in
bookkeeping is in a most ideal position for the oper-
ation of this arbitrary plan of conducting the class.
In a school operating under this scheme the first
period would be use^ for class work and discussion, while
the second period would be used for laboratory and
individual work.
E . A Study of the Dlstict Approaches Used in High School
Bookkeeping;
.
After the purposes of bookkeeping instruction and the
subject matter to be presented in the bookkeeping course is
determined, another question awaits solution. It is the
matter of "approach." The journal, account, and balance
sheet approach all have their staunch adherents. It will
be necessary for much -ore experimentation to be carrier)
on before the most efficient approach as been determ*ned.
Specific Bookkeeping Approaches.
The three methods of approach in bookkeeping are
:
1. The Journal Method,
2. The Ledger or Account Method.
3. The Balance Sheet Method.
1. The Journal Method of Approach,
"The journ 1 method of approach begins by
setting forth certain rules that must be learned
and applied. The procedure of journalizing is
stressed from the very beginning. The business
transaction is explained; journalizing follows
with drill exercises: the subject of posting
and the treatment of ledger accounts is introduced
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and finally ^h^ trial balance. Prom the trial
balc-nce on, the methods are all the same, following
the same seouence . The standard nrocedure after
the tri&l balance is: 1, the adjustment entries;
2, adjustments -posted to the work sheet: 3, the
adjusted trial balance; 4, the balance sheet; 5,
the profit and loss statement; 6, closing journal
entries; 7, ledger work; 8, reversing entries; 9,
1
the post-closing trial balance."
Little can be said in defense of using the
journal method of anproach, and many authorities,
particularly Jones, Leldner, Sabin, Sande'S, and
Pricket t, decry its use as a method of introducing
bookkeeoing,
I'he Account Method of Approach.
The account method uses the account as a basis
for the development of the principles of bookkeeping.
The pupil is taught to analyze the various trans-
actions and determine the accounts affected.
The student is introduced to the simple form
of "T" account form. He is told that the amount
received is placed on the left hand side, and the
amount paid out, on the right hand side. Now
he can be told that the left hand side is the
"debi 1:" side, and the right hand side is the "bredit"
side--simply bookkeeping terms to denote position.
1. Bowman and Percy, "Principles of Bookkeeping
and Business."
•
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Lomax and Agnew say on this point: " Fundamentally
there Is comparatively little difference between the
journal method of approach and the account approach,
provided they are skillfully handled by a capable teacher
With the changing aims of bookkeeping teaching, and
with the present day attempt to treat bookkeeping
as a science rather than an art, there is a question
in the minds of many whether either of these methods
is adequate, and, if not, whether it is advisable to
adopt a different method—a method with a broader
viewpoint. Many have reached the conclusion that these
approaches are inadequate, and instead of using them
are using some form of the newer method—the f balance
1
sheet method of approach' ."
The Balance Sheet Method of Approach,
This method of approach is the most modern, and, at
this stage of bookkeeping teaching, appears to be the
2
most effective. Rob B. Kester shows in his article
"The Balance Sheet Method of Approach" that the only
proper method of presenting a subject is by means of
a method that adheres to sound psychological principles.
The balance sheet equation method of approach presents
to the pupil the effects of various kinds of transactions
on the balance sheet of the business. It is an approach
to the subject from the general to the particular, that
1. Lomax and Agnew, "Problems in Teaching Bookkeeping"
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1930 p. 32.
2. Roy B Kester, "The Balance Sheet Method of Approach"
from Conner T. Jones, "Commercial Education in Sec. School
1
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is, from a study of the general balance sheet equation
of double entry bookkeeping to the effect of particular
transactions upon It.
The sequence In the presentation of the subject
of bookkeeping through the balance sheet approach is:
1 • The elementary balance sheet
2. Transactions, and their effect on the balance
sheet
.
5. The profit and loss statement.
4. Procedure in business recording.
a. Journalizing.
b. Posting.
c. Trial balance.
Method of Procedure in Introducing the Balance Sheet:
1. A simple balance sheet is shown to the class.
Parts of the statement are defined and exp}.8-Tne, d.
2. Items which go to make up the balance sheet
are explained and put in their regular place in
the balance sheet.
3. After the pupil has mastered the function of
the balance sheet, he must become familiar with
the business or balance sheet equation:
Assets = Liabilities 4- Capital.
4. The most important step in the development of
the balance sheet is the introduction of the items
or transactions that change the capital section
of the balance sheet.
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5. The matter of expenses and income is then
brought in and their effect on the capital section
clearly illustrated,
6. Next, develop with the pupils the profit and
loss statement,
7. Following the development of the profit and
loss statement, the account is introduced. The
most ideal way to develop the account and its
functions is by setting up the "T" account and
drawing up the schedules relative to the account.
The schedule showing the effect of debits and
credits may be stated as follows:
Debit Credit
Increase in some asset. Decrease in some asset.
Decrease in some liability. Increase in some liability.
Decrease in capital. Increase in capital.
Increasing expense, losses,
or the withdrawal of capital.
t*
Chapter III.
THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF STANDARDS FOR RATING
BOOKKEEPING TEXTS .
A Normative Study of Topics Considered on Eight Score Cards
for the Selection of Textbooks .
In constructing a score card and standards to
accompany it, it is necessary to discover what phases
of a textbook should be subjected to examination and
evaluation. One might say "all", but such a procedure
is impossible. It is proposed, therefore, to discover
the most important items by which to judge a text from
a study of other score cards, and judge these items
by the frequency with which they are included. The
eight score cards used in this study are representative,
and include practically all the topics usually included
in the score cards for the evaluation of textbooks.
Since eight score cards are used in this study, it should
be fair to include in the final score card all items
which appear four or more times.
The following is a tabulation of the topics
considered on eight representative score cards used in
the selection of textbooks. These score cards, in their
order, are presented by:
1
1. John Guy Fowlkes.
2
2. R.H. Franzen, and F.B. Knight.
1. John Guy Fowlkes, "Evaluating School Textbooks"
Silver, Burdett & Co.. 1923. pp. 12-13.
2. R.H. Franzen, and F.B.Knight, "Textbook Selection"
Warwick and York, Baltimore. 1921. pp. 21-23.
r
I
86"
3. Florence D Puller
2
4. Prank A. Jensen.
3
5. Guy M. Whipple.
4
6. Alfred L. Hall-Quest.
7. Welter S. Athearn, et. al
6
8. R.G. Walters.
1. Florence D. Fuller, "Scientific Evaluation of Textbooks"
Houghton Mifflin & Co., Mew York. 1928. pp. 34-35.
2. Frank A. Jensen, "Current Procedure in Selecting
Textbooks" J.B. Lippincott Co., Chicago. 1931 pp. 128-129
Te
3 Guy M. Whipple, "The Modern Textbook and the School"
Journal cf Education, June 1929 pp. 119-121.
4. Alfred £. Hall-Quest, "The Textbook". McMillan Co.,
New York, 1918 Chapter IV.
5. Walter S. Athearn, et. al. "Measurements and Standards
Relieious Education". G.H. Doran Co. New York. Chapter
6. R.G. Walters, "High School Commercial Education."
Issac Pittman and Son, New York, 1926. pp. 56-60.
r
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Dlscussion of the Above Study.
The writer fully appreciates the importance of
the first two topics considered on the above composite
score card. These elements, namely, "Content" and
"Method of Presentation", are the first and foremost
elements which should be given consideration in making
the selection of a textbook. A book fulfills its
purpose through its content wherein the writer conveys
his message to the reader. The method of presentation
of the subject matter is also an important topic,
since this measures the efficiency with which the
message is conveyed to the reader. For these reasons
the writer has made a special study of these two
important topics as they apply to bookkeeping textbooks.
The detail of this study is presented in Section B below.
The author's style of writing, and the attractiveness
of the illustrations are both shown to be important
features.
The mechanical make-up of the book is considered
in practically all score cards. Very definite standards
for the proper mechanical make-up of a book are given
by Guy M. Whipple and Hall-Quest. These will be discussed
in the final make-up of the writer's score card.
The features Authorship, Publisher, and the Date
of Copyright each receive four or more votes, and,
therefore, must be taken into consideration.
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The availability of a Teacher's Manual, and other
teaching aids is stressed in many of the score cards,
particularly in those by Jensen, Whipple, Hall-Quest,
and Walters.
Each of the above features will be taken up in
their turn in the following study of the standards
by which to judge a bookkeeping text.
(
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A Study of the Standard s by w'lich to Judge a Bookkeeping
Text
.
I. SUBJECT MATTER \ND METHOD OF PR ESENTATION .
A . Introduct ? on
Great care must be exe -cised in the method and
manerial presented in the early part of the book-
keeping coirse. The author should grasp the interest of
the pupil from the very beginning by showing him
clearly why the study of bookkeeping is valuable. It
should be explained to him that bookkeeping is the
A B C of business sense, and that an elementary know-
ledge of the subject is needed by every business person
from the salesman to the executive.
The following quo *- at ions are taken from
works by commercial educators regarding the correct
bookkeeping approach:
"The method of approach to bookkeeping depends chiefly
on the nupils' intelligence, vocational outl ok, specific
1
abilities, and maturity."
"A great many teachers present the subject
usin r;:the jo 'rnal method of approach, not con-
scious of the fact that it is only one record
1. L.Fred King, "A Critical Study of the Methods of
Approach to Bookkeeping". Balance Sheet, XIV, (Feb.
1932) pp. 89-90
«
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of a transaction. Teachers concentrate their
plans on the teaching of debits and credits,
making something of these two terms that was
1
never meant for them."
"The journal method of approach is best
used to train bookkeepers ... .The pupil must work
with rules and strange terms very few sound
2
principles are employed."
"The balance sheet approach makes the pupil
analyze each transaction before recording it,
thus giving the pupil a better insight to his
goal."
"The balance sheet method is obviously
more pedagocrically sound, and should be advocated
3
if possible."
The large majority of educators in the field
of commercial education advocate the introduction
of bookkeeping through either the "balance sheet"
or the "account" method of approach. Such terms
as "debit" and "credit" should bot be introduced
to the student at the start of the work. Rather,
"work should be planned to develop logically the
correct pronciples of bookkeeping
—
principles
advocated and practiced by modern bookkeepers.
1.. R, L. Sabin,"An Economic approach to the Teaching
of Bookkeeping." Journal of Commercial Education, LVII,
June, 1928. p. 170.
2. L.Pred King, (op* cit., p. 90.)
3. ibid.

Do not begin by nresenting practices which
must subsequently be discarded, nor begin with
some vas;ue, indefinite idea. The teacher's aim
should be to develop the true nature and importance
of accounts from what the beginner already knows. This
method of proceding from the known to the unknown
1
is sound pedagogy."
In the ooening chapters of the book, therefore,
it should ne noted what effort has reen made on the
part of the author to interest the pupil; what space
is devoted to the discussion of the values of bookkeeping;
and whether a logical aporoach -co the subject has been
used.
Definitions
.
These should not be given until the noed has
arisen. Most writers concur with this statement.
Terms sucn as "asset," ".liability," etc., should not
be defined, rut explained, and illustrations given.
After the explanation, they can be used as convenient
accounting terms. Simole exercises after the definition
are desirable to help fix them in the mind of the
puoil
.
Notice should be taken that the definitions
2
are placed at strategic po'nts. For instance,
1. Article by John J. Kirk, in "Teaching Commercial
Subjects in Secondary Schools" by C. T. Jones, pp. 75-76
2. C. R. Maxwell, "The Selection of Textbooks p. 67
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the definition of "deferred charge" should not
be given at the very beginning of the chanter
on this topic, as is done in Book No. 5, but
should first be explained and then a definition
given after the idea is made clear. An illustration
of the latter method is given in Chapter XVII
of Book No. 6.
C. Examples .
Numerous illustrative examples, within the
pupil's experience, should be given to make the
principles they Illustrate more vivid and clear.
This point should be specially stressed at the
beginning of the course.
"The idea of assets and liabilities and
capital can be de ,T ">loped from the pupil' s own
ownings and debts. .. .Illustrations of the prin-
ciples of expense and income affecting capital
1
can also be drawn from the child 1 s experience!)
"The new student should be taught to visual-
ize every transaction, and give explanations for
2
them In his own words."
The examples used in the book, therefore,
should be simple, lucid, and within the child's
experience. They should always be used to
1. Harry H. Hatcher. "The Social-Business Objectives
of Bookkeeping." Balance Sheet XV, Oct. 1933 pp. 5-6.
2. Earl S. Parker, "An Approach to Bookkeeping".
Balance Sheet X, November 1928. p. 13.
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illustrate any new principles introduced.
Units of Work .
In considering bookkeeping and its relation
to the principles of learning, there should be
constantly kept a proper balance between laborat-
ory work and recitation work. More than anything
else, it is the practice of "doing" bookkeeping
the real way it is done in the business world
that motivates and stimulates the laws of
learning to cone into positive functioning.
This kind of activity naturally offers the most
effective means to "a working understanding and
appreciation of bookkeeping."
"Theory of bookkeeping, to be useful^ is most
economically learned through the applications
of principles in bookkeeping problems. Theory
always grows out of practice, and hence, to be
learned in useful form, must be associated with
practice. Consequently, the so-called recitation
method of learning bookkeeping through practice
sets is not wholly wrong, and the recitation
method of teaching bookkeeping is not wholly
right. The first may tend to put an undue
emphasis on the theory of practice. A most
favorable method would be a combination of the
recitation and the laboratory plans, as this
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combination would give the proper balance to
1
afford economy of learning."
"Short units of teaching are advocated by
the majority of writers today. Long practice
sets were previously used with the idea of
including all possible types of transactions
in each set. It was also thought that such
long sets had desciplinary value, in that they
required more sustained effort, and were more
practical, since they nore resembled actual
business conditions. However, these long sets,
which discouraged the pupil and had the effect
of swamping him in detail, are being done away
with, and short pertinent sets being replaced,
with the following advantages:
1. The principles of a particular exercise
are brpught out more clearly.
2. Errors in the work are more easily
detected and corrected.
3. Adjustment to the needs of the school
and the pupil are more easily made.
4. More frequent review of general principles.
1. Paul S Lomax, "Commercial Teaching Problems" p. 18.
2. Harry D Kitson, Commercial Education in Secondary
Schools." pp. 32-33.
{
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"In some cases not enough variety of
1
transactions is given."
"Watch the danger of needless repetition
2
of entries"
•
"it is necessary to eliminate from book-
keeping courses much of the mechanics, the
constant repetition of 3imple processes and the
lengthy arithmetical computations which have
3
consumed so much of the time given to the course"
•
"it is possible to organize the subject
into a more orderly, reasoned process than the
somewhat piecemeal presentation which results
4
in the teaching of bookkeeping by rule of thumb'.'
.
"Voluminous detail diverts the teacher and
5
student from the real purpose of bookkeeping".
1. Benjamin J. Strumpf, "Bookkeeping Duties and the
Commercial Curriculum". Research Bulletin in Commercial
Education, March, 1929.
2. H.A. Andrews, "Practice Set Presentation".
Balance Sheet XI, October 1929. pp. 56-57.
T.H.Sanders, "The Teaching of Bookkeeping in High
Schools" Spotlights on Commercial Education, III
January, 1926. pp. 2-3.
4. ibid.
5. ibid.
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" Requirements are often too exacting in
1
the matter of routine recordative procedure."
"A teacher who trains the student to do
routine recording of information I training
merely a mechanical operator with little or no
2
development of the reasoning process."
...."the 'why' of bookkeeping should be emph-
3
asized more than the 'how'."
"There is too much stress on getting sets
in on time, and not enough stress on absorbing
4
principles."
"There are bookkeeping texts still in
existence which require the pupil in his
second year of work to make hundreds of exten-
sions on bills, scores of additions, dozens of
simple copy records, and only one or t«o closings
5
during the entire semester."
1. Walter E. Leidner, "Objectives as a Guide to
Teachers in Course-of-Study Making in Bookkeeping".
Second Yearbook of Eastern Commercial Teachers Assn.
1928. p227.
2. Ray G. Price, "Research-An Aid to Progress",
Balance Sheet, XII. November 1931. pp. 100-101
•
3. Lloyd L; Jones, "Teaching Bookkeeping so as to
Realize its most Important Educational and Vocational
Values." Procedings of the National Ecucational
Association. 1924. pp. 437-438.
4. ibid
5. R. M. Sabin, (op. cit., p. 170)
«<
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"At all times pupils should be taught to
analyze accounts as well as to record them.
A teacher who trains the student to do routine
recording of information is training merely a
mechanical operator with little or no development
1
of the reasoning process,"
"A great many teachers present the subject
using the journal method, not conscious of the
fact that it is only one essential step in the
handling of accounts. Teachers concentrate
their plans on the teaching of debits and credits,
making something of these two terms that was
2
never meant for them."
"it is possible to organize the subject into
a more reasoned process than the somewhat
piecemeal presentation which results in the
3
teaching of bookkeeping by rule -of-thumb."
"The text should fit into the class recitation
rather than the job method of teaching. Class
and group instruction should replace the older
4
emphasis on mere mechanical routing."
1. Ray 0. Price, (op. cit., p. 101)
2. R.M. Sabin (op. cit., p. 170.)
3. T.H. Sanders (op. cit., p. 3.)
4. A.L. Prickrtt, " An Enlarged Vision of Bookkeeping
is becoming a Reality". Spotlights on Commercial
Education, VI. January, 1929 pp. 2-4*
(
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"Emphasis has been placed too largely
upon the recording of transactions, primarily
because most texts made use of long laboratory
sets offering very little ppportunity for
1
class discussion of principles".
"Many books read well, but are not accomp-
anied by practice set material which put into
the records of the business the theory so
2
effectively discussed,"
"Until the student is thoroughly convers-
ant with the bookkeeping cycle, he should not
3
attempt to work out a long practice set."
"Numerous short practice sets are more
4
effective than a few long ones."
"improvement lies partly in the direction
of eliminating much of the mechanical work
which has been found in the long practice sets."
1. J.W. Edgemont, Commercial Education in the California
High Schools" Spotlights on Commercial Education, IV,
May, 1927. pp. 7-9.'.
H.A. Andrews, "Practice Set Presentation" Balance Sheeet
October, 1929. pp. 54-56
3. ibid.
4. ibid.
5. Ibid.
(
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In inspecting the book to juj^ge the units
of work given the pupil, therefore, it should
be noted whether the author divides his attention
properly between recitation work and laboratory
work, that is between theory and practice. The
practice sets used should be only long enough
to bring out the principles which they illustrate,
and should not include too many of the simple
entries that were mastered earlier in the course.
The arithmetic involved should be kept at a
minimum, so as to keep the attention of the
student on the bookkeeping principles then
being studied. Special exercises dealing simply
with the illustration of certain topics are
approved by authorities.
E. Emphasis on the Relation of Bookkeeping to
Practical Business .
It might be well to answer here the
question frequently asked, "Why should book-
keeping be taught in our schools?"
"its vocational value is the prime, but
1
by no means the only reason."
"As a training in system and order, the
study of bookkeeping affords the best medium
for the establishment of habits of neatness
Lomax and Agnew, ''Problems in Teaching Bookkeeping" p. 8.
41
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and accuracy, concentration, and systematic
work, and to develop the students' power of
judgment and initiative so essential in modern
1
business life*"
As a basis for the organization of business
of every day life, a knowledge of the underlying
principles of record keeping and business forms
is most helpful. One who understands business
organization and management must understand
bookkeeping to enable him to read intelligently,
and interpret facts and figures,
"Commercial educators should not allow
themselves to become absorbed in mechanical
specialties oromising quick but superficial
2
training of the clerical type,"
"The bookkeeping course must possess value
of greater importance than vocational skill
if we are to justify its requirement,... It
is the obligation of teachers to prepare their
students to become business men and women and
3
not bookkeepers,"
1. Hairy H, Hatcher, "The Social-Business Objectives
of Bookkeeping", Balance Sheet, XIV Oct. 1933 pp. 5-6
2.Fred J Weersing, "The Future of Secondary Commercial
Education" Balance Sheet X April, 1929. pp. 161-162
3. Walter E, I/eidner, "Objectives as a Guide to
Teachers in Course-of-Study Making in Bookkeeping."
Second Y' ar Book Eastern Commercial Teachers Assn.
1928, p 227.
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"The bookkeeping course should provide a
means through which it is possible to acquire a
valuable knowledge of the more common types of
business enterprises, the reason and necessity
1
for them, and the object of their existence."
"The pupils 1 viewpoint must be broadened
giving him a better understanding of the prin-
cinles of economics and business as they apply
2
to bookkeeping."
"We can increase the value of the bookkeeping
course by changing part of the emphasis.... Book-
keeping can be used to emphasize:
1. Principles of business.
2. Significance of accounting systems.
3. Significance of credit and credit
instruments.
4. Dependence of business on good management.
5. The ownership of assets.
6. The significance of liabilities, insolvency,
3
and bankruptcy."
"The economic effects of education are hard
to measure, but, they are, nevertheless, real.
If a business education develops an adequate
1. ibid.
2. A.L.Prickett, "An Enlarged Vision of Bookkeeping
Instruction is Becoming a Reality." Spotlights on
Commercial Education, IV. January, 1929. pp. 2-4.
3. Harry H. Hatcher, (op. cit.)
G
training designed to bring about intelligence
with respect to business problems of the home,
the wise purchase of goods, the reduction of
gullibility in investment, and a better apprecia
tion of the individual's relationship with
respect to society, workers in our field
(business education) will have contributed
mightily toward preventing a recurrence of such
events as have characterized the past three
destructive years.....We may have too many
clerical workers, but, we cannot have too
1
many citizens with business sense,"
The above quotations clearly show that
aspect
the larger business' of the subject should be
adequately treated, The pupils' viewpoint
should be broadened giving him a knowledge of
the modern types of business organization,
their purpose, and the method of handling their
capital accounts. The meaning of credit, and
the relationship of accounting to efficient
business management should be given some
consideration in the book. The business habits
of neatness and accuracy should be stressed,
especially at the beginning of the course.
1. H.G Shields, "A Preface to a Real Business Education"
Balance Sheet Editorial, XIV. March, 1933.
c
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P. Model Illustrations .
All score cards on the rating of textbooks
call attention to the factor, Illustrations.
The accompanying table shows these to be the
principal items to be considered: business
papers, books of account, model entries,
statements, and bills and notes.
R.M. Sabin says: "We can divide our field
into four distinct processes:
1. The recording of business transactions--
journalizing
2. Classifying the recorded transactions
—
posting to the ledger.
3. Summarizing the recorded transactions
taking the trial balance.
4. Grouping the accounts in which have been
placed the classified transactions from the
summary drawing up the statements of
1
Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss."
All the authors under consideration, with
the exception of Finney, make claim in their
prefaces to having the latest and most up-to-
3 ate bookkeeping forms. Each of the forms for
recording the above processes should be clearly
1. R.M. Sabin, "Teaching Bookkeeping Scientifically".
Balance Sheet, X January, 1929, pp. 21-22.
(
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illustrated and explained.
These should include:
1. Purpose and method of subdividing the
Journal
.
2. The subdivision of the Ledger and the
principle of Controlling Accounts.
3. The use of the Six Column Working Sheet.
4. Approved forms of Balance Sheet and Profit
1
and Lo s s
•
The illustrations, therefore, which are regarded
as desirable are:
1« Those of standard bookkeeping and business
forms.
a) The Journal and its subdivisions.
b. The Ledger and its subdivisions.
c. The Working Sheet.
d. Approved forms of statements of Balance
Sheet and Profit and Loss.
2. Those of model entries.
a. When a new type of transaction is intro-
duced
b. Examples of correcting, adjusting, and
closing entries.
c. Entries peculiar to particular types of
businesses
.
1« C.T. Jones, "Commercial Education in Secondary
Schools" pp. 54-55.
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3. Typical forms of business papers and nego-
tiable instruments.
G. Allowance Made for Individual Pupil Differences .
Psychologists agree that individuals
differ in their behavior according to race,
sex, and intelligence. The differences in the
first two factors is largely a result of
difference in training, whereas the third factor,
intelligence, is more of an innate quality.
Accordingly, allowance need be made that
"pupils of lower intelligence be given a course
to serve as a vocational tool emphasizing the
clerical and recording aspects of the subject",
while "there should be a separate course for
those of higher intelligence, emphasizing the
managerial and interpretative aspects of the
1
subject."
The books should therefore be rated on
the provision that they provide additional
advanced work for superior pupils, and special
work for slower pupils.
1. M.B. Dilley, "Some Aspects of the Vocational Value
of Bookkeeping in South Bend, Indiana." Balance Sheet
XIII November, 1931. pp. 41-42.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS .
A. Author's Qualificatlons .
From an examination of the texts, it will
be noted that the majority of the books were
written by a high school teacher in conjunction
with a college professor. The author or authors
should have some experience teaching pupils of
the age for which the book is written as well
as having due regard for the requirements of
the more advanced work which the pupil may
undertake. It seems, then, that a desirable com-
bination would be that of a high school teacher
and a college profe:s3or. Pour of the texts have
such authorship, and the other three were written
by ippacialists and college professors. It is
not denied that the latter do not make good
teachers, but it may be possible that they have
lost the intimate touch necessary to an adequate
understanding of the teaching Droblems of the
high school period,
H.E. Dickenson says this: "A factor, some-
times considered pertinent, but which should not
be given undue weight, is the prestige of the
author, either as an author in his field or
as a scholar. This might well be made the
deciding factor in the selection, other things
being equal. The mere fact that he is an author-

ity in his field may handicap him in the
writing of a text, making him less able to get
the viewpoint of the novice. Prestige as a writer
in a certain field is another matter. This can
1
safely be given a great deal of consideration,"
B. Copyright .
The copyright should have a date not earlier
than the last ten years, so as to embody the
newest and best thought on the subject. If the
book is of very recent date, one would like to
know if the work was tested in the classroom.
Books No. 2 and No. 3 so state specifically, and
others claim that the work is the result of
classroom experience. If the book is of a less
recent date, the date of revision is a factor.
C. Style of Writing ,
It should be clear, stimulation, attractive,
and adapted to the age level of the pupils. The
vocabulary of the text should not be too technical.
Most authors make these claims.
D# Reputation of the Publisher .
Reputable publishers now eliminate all but
eight percent of the manuscripts before putting
them in textbook form, and require new ideas to
1be tested before publication. The claim by a
. Frank A. Jensen, "Current Procedure in the Selection
of Textbooks". p. 14.
Boston University
School of Education"
Library j
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company that a book is widely rsed is, however,
not always a good criterion, as the book may
have outlived its usefullness, and not be worth
serious consideration.
E. Availability of a Teachers Manual and other Teaching
Aids ,
Most writers on the subject of text selec-
tion call attention to this feature as a factor
to be considered in the selection of a textbook,
C.R. Maxwell says on this point:
"A textbook may be much more usable if it
contains certain helps; e.g., selected lists of
references, charts, diagrams, sketches, and also
a few suggestions of method that will be of
assistance to teachers. These are elements that
are more commonly overlooked, but they are
important and significant from the standpoint
of being a more effective instrument. The author
has been told frequently that one recent series
of books has been of great service to teachers
because it has given hints of right methods of
1
presentation."
C.R. Maxwell, "The Selection of Textbooks", pp. 69-70
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III. MECHANICAL MAKE-UP .
A. Binding .
"The binding should be durable, not too
light In weight, and attractive in color and
1
design.
"
B. Paper .
"The paper should have gloss sufficient
to take attractive cuts, but not enough to cause
eyestrain by producing lights of discomforting
2
intensity."
C. Type .
"Type should not be too fine. 10 point is
ordinary type. Hall Quest gives the following
figures:
"Length of line, 25- 90,mm..
Height of letters, 1.5 mm..
Space between letters, .5-. 75 mm..
Space between words, 2.0 mm..
3
Space between lines, 2.5 mm.."
D. General Appearance .
"The makeup of the book, as a whole, should
reflect pleasingly the personality of the author,
4
and appeal to the aesthetic nature of the pupil."
1. John Guy Powlkes, The Selection of Textbooks." p. 24.
2. ibid. p. 25.
3. A.L. Hall-Quest, "The Textbook", p. 76.
4. Florence D. Puller, "Textbook Selection", p. 31.
t
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Realizing that the above list does not cover
every point worthy of consideration, the writer feels,
nevertheless, that a book which includes those things
listed will be a satisfactory text to place in the
hands of the pupil, and one from v/hich the instructor
can teach with a high degree of satisfaction.
An endeavor will now be made to score the six
texts to be examined against the list in an unbiased
manner. Each item will be rated A, B, C, or D, meaning
respectively, excellent, good, fair, or poor, the last
including omissions, and then rated numerically, scoring
3 for A, 2 for,B, 1 for C, and for D.
(
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The following textbooks have been selected from
various well known publishing houses for examination:
1. 20th Century Bookkeeping & Accounting , Baker and Prickett.
Southwestern Publishing Co,, 1928,
2. Rational Bookkeeping and Accounting
,
Beldlng and Greene,
Gregg Publishing Co., 1927,
3. Principles of Bookkeeping and Business , Bowman and Percy,
American Book Co,, 1927.
4. Bookkeeping and Accounting , Ewell and Toner.
Ginn and Co., 1924.
5. Accounting Principles and Bookkeeping Methods , Finney.
Henry Holt and Co., 1924.
6. Bookkeeping and Business Knowledge
,
Jackson, Sanders,
and Sproul. Ginn and Co., 1926.
7. Fundamentals of Accounting , Koopman and Kester.
Ronald Press, 1921 & 1923.
An examination of the catalogues of the various text-
book publishing houses shows that, as a rule, one textbook
on a particular subject is featured. The above books men-
tioned are the ones most widely advertised in the "Balance
Sheet", a magazine for bookkeeping teachers, and are the
books most highly recommended by their respective publishers
in the textbook catalogues.
Ginn and Company features both the book by Ewell and
Toner and the one by Jackson, Sanders, and Sproul.
Therefore, both texts published by this house were included.
(4
<
I
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Comparison of the Seven Texts Examined as Checked Against
the Score Card,
BOOK 1 2 o 4 5 6
SUBJEC T MAITJiK
Introductory Chapters
Effort to Interest
pupil B C B D C A
B
Emphasis on book-
keeping value s. B c B C C A B
Logical approach. A AA AA AA AA AA
Definitions.
Explanation given
before definition. C B A B B A B
Placed at strategic
points
.
C B A B B B B
Illustrated by
simple exercises. B A A B A A A
Examples.
Jvithin pupils'
experience* C C A B B A B
io lxiusxiraue
new principles. B B A C B A B
units of Work.
Short A A A A B A B
Bring out prin-
ciples. A A A A A .A A
No distracting
details. C B B C B A B
Short practice sets
for review. B C B B B B C
Proper balance between
laboratory work and
recitation.
A B A A A A B
r
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BOOK 11 2 3 4 5 6 7
Emphasis on the Relation
of Bookkeeping to Prac-
tical Business*
Types of business
organization B C A D A A B
Capital accounts B B A C A A B
Credit C B B D A A B
Neatness and accuracy C D A C C B C
Business management B B B c B A c
Model Illustrations.
Standard bookkeeping
and business forms. B B B B A A B
Illustrations of
entries. B B A B A A A
Allowances for Individ-
ual Differences.
Past pupils. C C C C B A C
Slow pupils. C C C c C B B
II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
Author's Qualifications. A A A A A A A
Date of Copyright. A B B B B A B
Style of Writing. C B B C B A B
Reputation of Publisher. A A A A A A A
Teaching Aids. A A A D D A A
III.MECHANICAL MAKE-UP.
Binding. A B B A A A A
Paper. B B B B B A B
Type. C B B B B B B
General Appearance. B B B B
j
B A B
Gr
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BOOK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A 3 9 A 7 A 16 A 6 A 12 A 26 A 8 A
B 2 12 B 16 B 13 B 11 B 14 B 5 B 19 B
C 1 10 C 7 C 2 C 10 C 4 C C 4 C
D D 1 T) D d D 1 D D D
SCORE 61 60 76 FO 68 88 66
oc
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E. Svidence In -Support of Ratings
.
A study of the ratings given the various books
on the above score card shows that, in most respects,
the books under consideration measure up very well with
what is expected of them. Only in very few instances
are any of the books deficient in the essential points
which the writer found to be tha standards of a desirable
bookkeeping textbook.
The best general introduction to the subject is
given in Book No. 6. This author gives an excellent
discussion of the various uses of bookkeeping and
accounting, and shows how the subject is used in other
business situations besides the use made of it by
bookkeepers directly.
Book No. 3 also has a very good introduction to
the subject. This author gives an elementary view of
the work of the accounting department of a business
firm, and the relationship of the public accountant to
business.
Book No. 4 has the least desirable, beginning.
No space was devoted to informal introduction. The
author starts right in with the work of keeping the
Journal
•
Every book uses a logical introduction to the
subject, through the balance sheet method of approach
with the exception of Book No. 4 which uses the old
fashioned journal method of approach.
ft
<r>
>
C
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The definitions given in the various books are
usually well stated and explained. Books No, 3 and No» 6
give their definitions only after a thorough explanation
of their meaning is given. The definitions in Book No. 3
are accompanied by simple examples to illustrate their
meaning.
The examples given in all the books are of the
simple business sort becoming more complicated as the
work progresses. It is the writer's opinion that
Books No. 3 and No, 6 succeeded best in making the
problems in the early part of the work more simple and
intimate with the business knowledge of the high school
pupil. These books utilized the personal accounts of
the students themselves to illustrate the beginning
principles of the account, the balance sheet, and the
statement of profit and loss. Books No, 1, No, 2, and
No, 5 introduce the student directly to business problems.
Of course, too much time should not be lost with very
simple problems, but, on the other hand, it is a recog-
nized fact among teachers that it is better to go too
slowly than too fast at the beginning of a course
of study.
All books have an equal variety of transactions.
Each chapter is usually conclnded with a few thought
problems and one or two exercises dealing directly with
the material of the chapter.
*
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It is usual to assign the class to work out one
complete practice set during each semester as a general
review of the principles brought out during that semester.
This method is followed in all the texts with the excep-
tion of Book No. 2 which relies entirely on short
problems.
It is the writer's opinion that the practice sets
in Book No, 6 are the best for the following reasons:
1. They are well graded, eady at the beginning of
the course, and becoming more difficult as the work
progresses.
2. They deal with up-to-date types of businesses
e.g. radio.. , thus supplying a certain motivating
influence not found In the old grocery store set.
3. The sets deal directly with the points to be
illustrated, and do not shov; a needless repetition of
elementary entries.
4. Helps and hints are given the student in difficult
places
.
It must be said in all fairness, however, that
the practice sets in the other texts also had many of
these good points in their favor.
Book No. 7, otherwise a very desirable text,
provided only one good practice set for the entire two
year course. The remainder of the work is given in
problem form.
The best manufacturing set is given in Book No. £.
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Great variety Is found in the emphasis given in
the various books to business organization, and capital
accounting. The best discussions in this field are given
In Books No. 3, No* 5, and No. 6.
The best description of business organization is
given in Books No. 3 and No. 6. The organization and
dissolution of partnerships, and the respondsibilities
of one partner to another is clearly explained in these
two books. The method of handling partners' capital
accounts in all ordinary situations Is well presented.
The corporate form of organization is dealt with
in every text with the exception of Book No. 2. The
best discussion of this topic, In the writer's opinion
Is given in Book. No. 6.
Book No. 6 also gives the best discussion of account
ing from the managerial point of view. This book goes
Into some of the phases of this subject usually dealt
with only In college. Excellent discussions are given
on the Financial or Treasurer's Department of a business,
the duties of the officers of this department , and its
relation to the accounting department. A chapter is
devoted to the make-up, use, and the efficient operation
of the business budget. This is followed by a detailed
discussion of the various items of the balance sheet,
and the common ratios used in analyzing it. Generally
speaking, there is a wealth of material in the second
volume of this book In the field of accounting from
the managerial point of view.
rr
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Table No, I
Table Showing the Frequency of Model Illustrations in
Bookkeeping Texts.
BOOK NO.
Books of
Account
Business
Papers
Model
Entries
State-
ments
Bills
and
Notes
1 10 15 191 34 9
2 11 9 87 26 8
3 12 14 184 35 10
4 8 11 123 31 8
5 14 18 210 37 9
6 15 18 200 45 14
7 11 13 125 27 10
SUMMARY
Average number of illustrations of books of account... 11
Average number of illustrations of business papers.... 14
Average number of illustrations of model entries 160
Average number of illustrations of statements 34
Average number of illustrations of bills and notes.... 10
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F.vevy book devotes a paragraph or two to the design
of figures and the proper method of ruling accounts.
However, only Book No. 3 takes pains to emphasize the
advantages and necessity of the business habits of
neatness and accuracy.
Every book gives illustrations of all the essential
bookkeeping forms, business papers, and negotiable
instruments. The table on page 62 shows the frequency
with which these illustrations appear in the various
textbooks. The classification Books of Account includes
journals and ledgers in their various forms and modifica-
tions. The classification Business Papers includes such
forms as purchase invoices, sales slips, etc.. The
accounting statements of Balance Sheet and Profit and
Loss are, at present, well standardized. The great number
of illustrations under the Statement classification is
due, chiefly, to the endeavor on the part of the authors
to introduce these statements in simple form at first
and elaborate on them as the work progresses. The books
are all very uniform in presenting bills and notes with
the usual forms of endorsement.
Book No. 2 gives the best illustrations of books
of account. The books in this text are most attractively
ruled and lettered.
Business papers such as checks, negotiable instru-
ments, invoices, and contracts are very attractively
displayed in Book No. 6.
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Table No. II
Author's Qualifications as Indicated by Teaching
Position
BOOK HIGH SCHOOL COLLSSE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
5 10
Note: Each author has at least one degree as well
as a CP. A.
SUMMARY
No. of texts written by High School men
No of texts written by High School and
College men
No. of texts written by College men
f
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In illustrating model entries, some books use the
written hand, and others use print. The writer personally
prefers print, since it is easier to read, Writing is
problbly used to make the books appear more realistic,
but the writer believes that this advantage is out-
weighed by the fact that writing makes a less attractive
page which is sell agreeable for the student to read.
It is noticed that the modern trend is to get away from
the use of handwriting in bookkeeping illustrations and
to use the more attractive print.
Very little specific allowance is made in the
various books for fast pupils and slow pupils. Only
Book No, 6 definitely calls attention in its preface to
the abundance of problems supplied, thrs allowing extra
work for superior pupils and special work for slow
pupils. The text matter and problems of this book go
far in emphasizing the managerial and interpretative
aspects of the subject, and should be very will suited
to be placed In the hands of pupils who wish advanced
work on this phase of the subject,
As was stated above, a desirable combination of
authorship would be that of a high school teacher and
a college professor. The table on page 64 shows that
three of the texts have such authorship and the other
four were written by specialists and college professors.
All the authors selected are of A-l reputation, and
are widely known as accountants and teachers. Every one
V1
I
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holds a CP. A. as well as his college degree. All have
responsible teaching positions in various parts of the
country.
The books were all copyrighted within the lest ten
years. Book No. 5 is the oldest, having a copyright
date of 1924; Book No. 6 is the latest, having a copyright
date of 1931.
Bookkeeping being in itself a very prosaic subject,
little can be said about the author's style of writing.
The writer found little difference in this respect
among any of the books.
Examination of the publishers' catalogues shows
that a teachers' manual and a problem key is available
for all the books under consideration with the exception
on Books No. 4 and No. 5. As none of these manuals were
available, the writer simply had to score the books
A or D depending on whether this supplementary material
was available or not.
It will be noticed that the scores on the mechanical
make-up of the various books is very uniform. The only
item the writer feels should be noted is in the case of
Book No. 1. In this text, very heavy print is used for
paragraph headings, and very light print Is used In the
bodies of the paragraphs themselves. This makes a very
great contrast in the two kinds of print on the same
page and gives a displeasing effect.
The binding and cover of all the books considered
c(
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is very plain in color and texture, with the exception
of Book No. 6 which use 3 black lettering on a background
of bright orange. The modern trend in textbook binding,
as in other lines of industry is toward the use of bright
colors. So, in this respect, as in the many others ment
mentioned, Book No. 6 makes a favorable score in keeping
up with the times.
Ic
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CHAPTER III
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study has been to collect and
set forth in the form of a score card, data relating
to the standards of a desirable bookkeeping textbook.
This data was then applied to rate seven bookkeeping
textbooks with the purpose of selecting the text with
the best score.
Bookkeeping, as taught in the high school today,
is given not so much for its vocational value as for
its educational value. It is taught principally to
train the high school student to think along business
lines, and to increase his business intelligence. This,
according to the authorities is far more important than
the vocational purpose of training bookkeepers.
The two year course of bookkeeping in the high school
was given some attention to define the limits of the
work to be covered by the textbook. This course includes
a complete training in double -entry bookkeeping as well
as a study of business organization and capital accounting
and some detailed study of statements and reports.
Three principal approaches to the subject are used,
namely, the "journal", the "account", and the "Balance
Sheet" methods. Each method has its adherents, but the
great majority of business educators advocate the "Balance
Sheet" method as being the one most pedagogically sound.
c1
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In developing the standards by which to judge a
bookkeeping text, the writer utilized several textbook
score cards written by prominent educators, and from
these selected the items appearing with the greatest
frequency on the theory that these items are the most
Important. A study was also made of material presented by
men in the field of commercial education as to what,
in their opinion, a desirable bookkeeping textbook
should contain. The results of this study is shown In
outline form in the score card on pages 56-58.
The writer found the score card to be of assistance
in the following ways:
1. It analyzed the whole book Into its smaller
constituent elements, each of which was easier
to judge. A mark was assigned to these elements
of each book.
2. It called the attention of the scorer to the
various features of the book upon which judgment
should be passed, thus making it less likely for
the writer to overlook any Important point in
rating a book.
3. It made the scores not entirely relative but
showed how each book lined up with the standards
presented by the authorities on bookkeeping
text construction.
Obviously, a more reliable rating of these books
(
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would have been obtained If the score card had been
used by a committee rather than by one individual.
In this case, however, due to the limited facilities
of the writer, such a procedure was impractical.
As is noted in the conclusion of the previous
chapter, the books are rather uniform In the ratings
which they receive. This is chiefly due to the progres-
sives ss of book publishers In keeping in touch with
what is considered to be the desirable features of the
textbook. Each of the books has its good points, and,
few of them have very poor ones.
The highest score, 88, goes to Book No. 6 by
Jackson, Sanders, and Sprchul. Book No. 3, by Bowman
and Percy, is second with a score of 76.
(I
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